


CHAPTER 3

It has been said about the fourth sultan of Bahari, that nowhere in the Horizon 
was there ever a speaker more eloquent. When the raiding parties of rivaling clans 
stood at the city gates, the sultan spoke so movingly to them that they turned their 
weapons against their leaders and swore eternal loyalty to the sultan instead – 
forming the now legendary Bahari bodyguard.

EARLY RULERS OF THE HORIZON – Sora Moradi
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You have created your alter ego in 
the Third Horizon, and soon you will 
depart on a great adventure in the 
Dark between the Stars. But first, 
you must learn how to overcome the 
obstacles you will encounter – by 
using your skills.

there are two kinds of skills: general skills, that anyone can 
use, and advanced skills, that require specialist training. All 
skills are described in detail further on in this chapter. Each 
skill is tied to one of your four attributes: strength, agility, 
wits and empathy.

Both attributes and skills are measured on a scale of 1 to 
5. A higher score is better.

ROLLING DICE
When you are in danger and attempt to accomplish something 
difficult, your fate is in the hands of the Icons. It is time to 
bring out some dice! Any six-sided dice will do.

y SIXES MEAN SUCCESS
When you perform an action, start by describing what your 
PC tries to accomplish. Then, take as many dice as your 
skill level in the appropriate skill plus its corresponding 
attribute. The dice total can be modified by your gear and 
other external factors. Then, roll your (modified) dice total, 
all dice at once. For your action to succeed, at least one 
die must come out a six. If you roll more than one six, you 
unlock bonus effects.

Advanced Skills: You can always test a general skill, even if 
your skill level is 0 – simply roll a number of dice equal to 
the corresponding attribute only – this is called your Base 
Chance. To use an advanced skill however, your skill level 
must be at least 1, otherwise you can’t roll for the skill at all.

y LEVELS OF SUCCESS
One six is enough for your action to succeed, but it means 
you made it just barely. If your roll three or more sixes, you 
achieve what is called a critical success. Each skill lists its 
own results corresponding to your level of success later in 
this chapter.

GENERAL SKILLS

 ◆ DEXTERITY (Agility)
 ◆ FORCE (Strength)
 ◆ INFILTRATION (Agility)
 ◆ MANIPULATION (Empathy)
 ◆ MELEE COMBAT (Strength)
 ◆ OBSERVATION (Wits)
 ◆ RANGED COMBAT (Agility)
 ◆ SURVIVAL (Wits)

ADVANCED SKILLS

 ◆ COMMAND (Empathy)
 ◆ CULTURE (Empathy)
 ◆ DATA DJINN (Wits)
 ◆ MEDICURGY (Wits)
 ◆ MYSTIC POWERS (Empathy)
 ◆ PILOT (Agility)
 ◆ SCIENCE (Wits)
 ◆ TECHNOLOGY (Wits)

Exemple
Prospector Sabah hurls herself towards the closing 
airlock. The GM decides that, to make it in time, 
Sabah must successfully test dexterity. Sabah has 
dexterity 1 and agility 3, giving her a total of 4 dice 
for the roll. 
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DESCRIBE YOUR ACTION

In Coriolis, you create your story together. Testing a 

skill should be a dramatic high point. Start by des-

cribing what you intend to do so that everyone knows 

what is at stake. Then roll the dice. Read the result 

and describe the outcome – what you do, what you 

say, what you think, how your enemy reacts. If you 

send a prayer to the Icons, describe your prayer. Take 

the dramatic initiative, don’t wait for the GM – only if 

you overstep your dice result should he stop you.

Exemple
Sabah rolls her four dice and gets a six. It’s a limi-
ted success. She rolls through the airlock without a 
second to spare. 

Bonus Effects: Some skills, like ranged combat, melee 
combat and pilot, allow for bonus effects to be “bought” 
using your extra sixes (if you rolled more than one). These 
effects and how many sixes they cost are described in Chapter 
5 (combat) and Chapter 7 (space combat).

y THE ART OF FAILING
If you roll no sixes, something goes wrong. You are now in 
the hands of the GM, and he decides what happens to you. 
The only thing he cannot say is “nothing happens”. Failure 
should always have consequences. In some cases, the rules 
outline what the failure means, but most times, the GM gets 
to decide. Maybe you hurt yourself, lose an important pos-
session, are forced to take another route to your destination, 
or maybe a new threat arises. You have one last chance if 
you are truly desperate to avoid failing a roll – you can pray 
to the Icons (page XX).

Combat: In combat (Chapter 5), the GM doesn’t have to give 
every failure too much of a consequence. The fact that your 
attack missed is usually enough, as it is now your enemy’s 
turn to retaliate. The GM can of course penalize you with 
extra consequences in combat as well – maybe your missed 
shot hits someone else instead?

PRAYING TO THE ICONS
When your need is most dire, you can pray to the Icons (page 
XX) for help. This means you get to reroll all dice not showing 
sixes. Which Icon you pray to depends on the skill you just 
tested – see the adjacent table (XX). The prayer doesn’t count 
towards your actions in the turn (page XX) and takes no time 
to perform – you just open yourself up to the energy of the 
Icons. But this doesn’t come without risk, see below. You will 
usually only pray to the Icons when your roll has failed, but 
you could pray even if there were sixes in your initial roll, to 
get more sixes and unlock more bonus effects. You can only 
pray to the Icons when testing a skill, not for any other roll. 
You can only pray once for each roll.

y PREPARATORY PRAYER AND CHAPELS
If you make time for preparatory prayers to a specific Icon 
before lunging into the fray, you get a +1 modifier to rerolls 
when you pray to that same Icon anytime later during the 

TABLE 3.1 LEVELS OF SUCCESS

NUMBER OF SIXES LEVEL OF SUCCESS

1-2 Limited Success

3+ Critical Success
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session. If the prayer takes place in a chapel, your modifier 
becomes +2. This is in effect for the rest of the session, but 
only when you pray to that specific Icon (see table 3.2).

y THE DARK BETWEEN THE STARS
The Universe strives towards balance. If you use the power 
of the Icons to help you, you will sooner or later suffer the 
backlash, something represented in the game by Darkness 
Points (DP). Every time you pray to the Icons for a reroll, the 
GM gets 1 DP. He can use these in a number of ways – see 
the adjacent table.

You can use any token you like to keep track of DP – there 
are many types of gaming markers available in hobby stores, if 
you don’t have access to those you can use coins for example. 
DP can be saved between sessions, so the GM should make 
a note of his pool at the end of each session. There is no cap 
on how many DP the GM can have.

Darkness Points Without Prayer: The GM can acquire DPs in 
other ways as well – at portal jumps, during travel in the Dark 
between the Stars, and when players use mystical powers. 
Read more in Chapter XX.

USING DARKNESS POINTS

The Darkness Points are a drama tool for the GM. Using them, he 

can put obstacles in the PCs’ way or help NPCs in a pinch. The DP 

also have a psychological effect on the players – seeing the growing 

pool of tokens becomes an omen that something bad is about to 

happen. The GM can use his DP whenever or however he wants, to 

create the most suspense possible. Here is a list of some ways to 

spend DP, and of how much each usage costs:

 ◆ REROLL – Just like when a PC prays and rerolls, the GM can reroll 

a skill roll for an NPC. Costs 1 DP.

 ◆ TAKE THE INITIATIVE – An NPC breaks the turn order and reacts 

before her slot in the turn. The GM chooses when. Costs 1 DP.

 ◆ EMPTY CLIP – A PC who is shooting runs out of ammo. The attack is 

not affected, but the weapon must be reloaded after it. Costs 1 DP.

 ◆ MISFIRE – A PC’s firearm jams. The attack is lost, and a roll for 

Technology (a Slow action) is required to fix the weapon. Costs 3 

DP.

 ◆ REACTIVE ACTION – Normally, NPCs cannot perform reactive 

actions in combat (page XX). To do so, the GM must spend 1 DP.

 ◆ LOST POSSESSION – A PC has dropped an important possession. 

The GM decides which. Costs 3 DP.
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NPCS AND SKILLS

NPCs use Skills just like the PCs. The GM rolls dice 

for their actions, and can reroll by spending Darkness 

Points. But the GM should only roll dice when an action 

directly affects a PC – for example, when an NPC 

attacks or attempts to rescue a PC. When an NPC 

takes an action that doesn’t directly affect a PC, the GM 

is free to decide what happens without dice rolls.

 ◆ REINFORCEMENTS – The enemy receives unexpected backup. 

The GM decides the details. Costs 1-3 DP, depending on the 

reinforcements.

 ◆ INNOCENT IN DANGER – An innocent bystander is suddenly caught 

in the line of fire and needs help. Will the PCs intervene? Costs 2 

DP.

 ◆ PERSONAL PROBLEM – A PC’s personal problem (page XX) affects 

her in a manner the GM chooses. Costs 1 DP.

 ◆ NATURE’S WRATH – Something dangerous in the environment 

around the PCs suddenly affects them. It could be collapsing 

beams or a landslide. Costs 1-3 DP, depending on the level of 

danger.

 ◆ A DARK MIND – A PC is suddenly stricken with a temporary dark 

madness. More details in Chapter XX. Costs 1-3 DP.

 ◆ THE POWER OF DARKNESS – Certain talents or abilities can be acti-

vated by NPCs or creatures using DP. More details in Chapter XX. 

The DP cost varies. 

ONLY ONE CHANCE
As a rule, you only have one chance at succeeding with an 
action. When you have rolled the dice – and prayed to your 
Icon – you can’t take another shot at doing the exact same 
thing again. You must change your approach to reaching 
the goal, or wait for the circumstances to change in some 
tangible way. Another PC could attempt to succeed where 
you failed, though.

In combat (Chapter 5), the GM should be more permis-
sive. You can keep attacking the same enemy turn after 
turn, as long as you describe what you do differently to 
up your chances.

MODIFICATION
Sometimes, external factors help you reach your goal, giving 
you extra dice to roll. Sometimes, they work against you, 
lowering your dice total. These factors are called modifiers.

A +1 modifier means you get 1 extra die, a +2 modifiers 
means you get 2 extra dice, and so on. A -1 modif ier 
means you roll 1 less die, a -2 modif ier means 2 less 
dice, and so on.

There can be several active modif iers at once – add 
them together to get your modif ier total. A +2 and a -1 
equals a +1.

TABLE 3.2 ICONS AND SKILLS

Which Icon you pray to depends on which skill you just 

tested. This has no mechanical effect, but should be part of 

your narrative.
 ◆ DEXTERITY: The Dancer
 ◆ FORCE: The Deckhand
 ◆ INFILTRATION: The Faceless
 ◆ MANIPULATION: The Merchant
 ◆ MELEE COMBAT: The Dancer
 ◆ OBSERVATION: The Gambler
 ◆ RANGED COMBAT: The Judge
 ◆ SURVIVAL: The Traveller
 ◆ COMMAND: The Judge
 ◆ CULTURE: The Traveller
 ◆ DATA DJINN: The Messenger
 ◆ MEDICURGY: The Lady of Tears
 ◆ MYSTIC POWERS: The Faceless
 ◆ PILOT: The Gambler
 ◆ SCIENCE: The Messenger
 ◆ TECHNOLOGY: The Messenger

Exemple
Prospector Sabah raises her shaking hand and fires 
her Vulcan pistol against the assassin. She has 
ranged combat 1 and agility 3, so she rolls 4 dice 
but gets no sixes. She sends a silent prayer to the 
Judge and rerolls the dice. A six! Sabah closes her 
eyes and the shot hits. The GM gets a Darkness Point. 
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TABLE 3.3 SUCCESS CHANCE

When rolling many dice at once, it can be hard to estimate 

your chance of succeeding. The table below lists the chance 

of success when rolling 1-10 dice. The third column shows 

the chance modified by praying to an Icon.

DICE CHANCE WITH PRAYER

1 17% 29%

2 31% 50%

3 42% 64%

4 52% 74%

5 60% 81%

6 67% 87%

7 72% 90%

8 77% 93%

9 81% 95% 

10 84% 96%

There are four things that can result in modifiers:
 ◆ Your gear
 ◆ The difficulty of your action
 ◆ Assistance from others
 ◆ Prayer and preparatory prayer

y GEAR
Good gear can give you positive modifiers – usually between 
+1 and +3. Lists of weapons and other gear can be found in 
Chapter 6. Modifiers to Medicurgy from medical gear are 
listed on page XX.

y DIFFICULTY
The exact difficulty of your action is often not that important 
– only challenging actions should at all demand dice rolls 
in the first place. But there may be situations when the GM 
wishes to emphasize that some circumstance or another 
either makes your action harder or easier to do. Use Table 
3.4 for guidance.

In combat (Chapter 5), the rules often give you modifiers, 
for example, depending on the distance between your firing 
position and your target, or when you set up an ambush for 
your enemies. Some talents (Chapter 4) can also give you 
positive modifiers.

y HELP FROM OTHERS
Other PCs or NPCs with at least a level 1 in the skill you are 
about to test can help you succeed. They must state that they 
are helping you before you roll the dice. It must also fit with 
the story – the person assisting you must be where you are and 
have a reasonable chance of affecting your action. The GM has 
final say. For every person helping you, you get a +1 modifier. 
A maximum of three people can help with any one roll, which 
means that the highest modifier others can give you is +3.

Combat: Helping someone in combat counts as taking the 
same action as the person you are helping. Helping a Fast 
action is thus a Fast action, and so on.

Command: The Command skill (page XX) can be used for 
more effective assistance. Instead of the automatic +1, a 
Commander provides a modifier equal to the number of 
sixes on her Command roll – given that you follow her order, 
that is. Commanding is always a Normal action in combat.

RULES SECTION
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NPCs can help each other just like PCs. Having NPCs act 
as groups rather than individuals is a good way to manage 
large groups of NPCs in combat (Chapter 5).

SIMULTANEOUS ACTIONS
You and the other PCs cannot help each other when you are 
acting simultaneously, that is when you are performing the 
same action at the same time – for example when you are 
trying to sneak past a guard (infiltration), or when you 
walk into an ambush (observation). Then you must all roll 
separately.

If the outcome of your roll is really good, some skills allow 
you to share your success with a friend, who in turn does 
not have to roll. You can help someone this way even if that 
person has already failed her roll.

OPPOSED ROLLS
Sometimes, a six will not be enough to pass a skill test. If you 
also have to beat an enemy’s roll – this is called an opposed 
roll. To win an opposed roll, you have to roll more sixes than 
your opponent. Each of your opponent’s sixes cancels out one 
of yours. Only you (the attacker) can pray to the Icons on an 
opposed roll. Sometimes, you and your opponent will test 
different skills, sometimes the same. Opposed rolls are always 
used when you roll for manipulation or infiltration, and 
when someone uses these skills against you. The GM can 
also call for an opposed roll when he deems it appropriate, 
for example force vs force to resolve an armwrestle.

Combat: In combat (Chapter 5), an opposed roll only counts 
as an action for you (the attacker), not for your opponent 
(the defender).

GENERAL SKILLS
The following section will describe the eight general skills 
that all PCs and NPCs can use. Each skill lists examples of 
what a failure, a limited success and a critical success could 
mean – but the exact details are up to the GM. The combat 
skills melee combat and ranged combat are exceptions to 
this – the effects of your level of success when testing these 
are detailed in Chapter 5.

ZERO DICE

If your modifiers put you at zero dice or fewer, roll two 

dice – but to succeed, both have to show sixes. Hard, but not 

impossible!

TABLE 3.4 DIFFICULTY

DIFFICULTY MODIFIER

Child’s Play +3

Effortless +2

Easy +1

Normal 0

Demanding -1

Hard -2

Insane -3

Exemple
A while later, Sabah is desperately trying to shake off 
a pursuing enemy, and attempts to climb over a wall. 
She must test dexterity again, but the GM deems 
the climb Hard (-2). Sabah has agility 3 and dexte-
rity 1, but gets only 2 dice.

Exemple
Sabah’s friend, the prospector Wali, helps her over 
the wall. This gives Sabah 1 extra die to roll.
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DEXTERITY (AGILITY)
When you jump, climb, sprint, or perform an action that 
demands speed or coordination, you test dexterity.

y FAILURE
You fall or stumble and fail to reach your goal. Depending 
of the circumstances, you run a high risk of taking damage. 
See page XX for rules about damage from falling.

y LIMITED SUCCESS
You manage to pull off the maneuver, but just barely.

y CRITICAL SUCCESS
You succeed with flawless skill, and you achieve some unex-
pected, positive side effect, like helping a friend or creating 
an obstacle for an enemy. The GM decides the details.

FORCE (STRENGTH)
When you must lift something heavy, carry a wounded com-
rade or force shut an airlock by hand in a spaceship under 
explosive decompression, you test force. If you are trying to 
overpower another person, for example when arm wrestling, 
it is an opposed roll.

y FAILURE
You give it your all, but you are not strong enough. Is there 
another way?

y LIMITED SUCCESS
You beat the challenge, but just barely.

y CRITICAL SUCCESS
You beat the challenge, and receive some unexpected, posi-
tive side-effect – for example wounding an enemy, helping 
a friend or finding a new way ahead.

INFILTRATION (AGILITY)
Avoiding confrontation by sneaking around the enemy is 
often the wiser choice. Test inftilration when you want 
to move unnoticed, perform a sneak attack, or set up an 
ambush (see Chapter 5). inftilration tests are opposed 
rolls with your inftilration score against the observation 
score of our opponent.

RULES SECTION
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y FAILURE
The enemy spots you or hears you. The element of surprise is lost.

y LIMITED SUCCESS
You avoid detection, but are forced to take a detour to your 
destination. An enemy might also sense that something is 
up and start looking for you.

y CRITICAL SUCCESS
Like a shadow in the night you approach your oblivious ene-
mies. You get a +2 on a sneak attack if you perform it directly 
after the inftilration test.

MANIPULATE
Lies, persuasion, threats, charm or seduction – there are 
many ways to make someone see things your way. You must 
beat the opponent in an opposed manipulation vs mani-
pulation roll (see above). Your Leverage (below) and your 
Reputation modify the roll.

y FAILURE
Your opponent refuses to listen and won’t accept your 
demands. She may even attack you if you provoke her.

y LIMITED SUCCESS
Your opponent must make a choice – either do as you want, 
or attack you physically right now (with melee or ranged 
combat). Even if she agrees, she can demand something of 
you in return – the GM decides what. You can either accept 
the deal or back off.

y CRITICAL SUCCESS
Your opponent is so moved by the strength of your personality 
that she accepts your demands without asking for anything 
in return. If you want to, you can also inflict stress points 
(page XX) equal to the number of sixes you rolled.

LEVERAGE

When testing MANIPULATION, you get a +1 for each of the following 

factors:

 ◆ You have more people on your side than your opponent does.

 ◆ What you are asking for doesn’t really cost your opponent 

anything.

 ◆ Your opponent is injured.

 ◆ You have helped your opponent in the past.

 ◆ You present a strong case (GM’s judgement).

 ◆ You get a -1 for each of the following factors:

 ◆ Your opponent has more people on her side than you do.

 ◆ What you are asking for is expensive or risky for your opponent.

 ◆ Your opponent has nothing to gain from helping you.

 ◆ You and your opponent have trouble understanding each other.

 ◆ The distance between you and your opponent is Short or longer 

(page XX).

MELEE COMBAT (STRENGTH)
The Third Horizon is a violent place. At times you will have 
no choice but to fight for your life. Test melee combat when 
either attacking someone or defending yourself in close 
combat. Rules and details are found under melee combat 
in Chapter 5.

Weapons: You can use weapons in close combat – anything 
from simple shivs and blunt instruments to advanced wea-
pons like Dura knives and Mercurium swords. Weapons will 
give you a bonus and inflict more damage than an unarmed 
attack. Read more in Chapter 5.

OBSERVATION (WITS)
An adventurer in the Third Horizon must always be vigilant, 
or she won’t live long. You test observation to spot some-
one sneaking up in you (opposed roll, see above). You can 
also test the skill when you spot someone or something at 
a distance if you wish to know more.

y FAILURE
You can’t make out what it is, or come to a faulty conclusion 
(The GM gives you false information).

y LIMITED SUCCESS
You can see what it is, but can’t tell much detail. The GM 
gives you correct but brief information.

y CRITICAL SUCCESS
You see in detail what it is, and also discover a weakness (if 
enemy/obstacle) or a new route ahead.
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RANGED COMBAT (AGILITY)
With a Vulcan pistol, an accelerator carbine or a common throwing 
knife, you can stop an enemy at a distance, keeping the blood-
stains off your caftan. Test ranged combat when firing a 
ranged weapon at an enemy. Read more about ranged combat 
in Chapter 5. ranged combat is also tested when operating ship 
guns or launching torpedoes, read more on this is in Chapter 7.

Weapons: Firearms counts as gear, giving you a bonus to 
your roll, just like weapons in close combat. The difference is 
that a firearm is a direct necessity to even use the skill. Many 
different firearms are described in Chapter 5.

SURVIVAL (WITS)
Surviving in the harsh landscapes of the Third Horizon is not 
easy. The Horizon contains everything from steaming jungles 
and frozen tundras, to titanic mountains and bottomless 
oceans. survival includes the knowledge about constructing 
shelters, finding food and water, and how to orientate oneself 
using only the stars in the sky, as well as how to construct 
simple traps, how to fish and how to hunt. Test survival 
when you travel in uncharted terrain on a planet’s surface.

y FAILURE
You get lost, or are unable to find food or clean water.

y LIMITED SUCCESS
You find your way, find clean water, find food, or create a 
simple shelter for yourself.

y GREAT SUCESS
You find a shortcut to your destination, find clean water and 
food for yourself plus D6 others, or construct a sturdy shelter 
that can be used again later.

MANIPULATING GROUPS

When you use MANIPULATION on a group of people, you 

normally engage with the group’s leader or spokesperson. 

Remember that you get a -1 for being outnumbered by your 

opponent. If you reach an agreement with the leader, the 

group will usually accept this. If there is no clear leader, 

things will be harder – every one of your opponents will 

then act individually.

DON’T ROLL TO SPOT HIDDEN OBJECTS

In Coriolis, you don’t roll dice to find hidden objects, secret 

doors or clues. If you describe to the GM that you are sear-

ching in the correct spot, he should let you find it, if it can at 

all be found. Roll no dice.

REPUTATION

The Reputation score of you and your opponent will 

affect your MANIPULATION roll. If yours is higher, you 

get a +1 for each step you outrank your opponent. If 

your score is lower, you instead get a -1 for each step 

of difference. Reputation will, however, only affect 

your roll in situations where your social standing in 

the Third Horizon is relevant. The GM has final call 

on this.
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ADVANCED SKILLS
This section describes the eight advanced skills that require 
specialist training to use. If your skill level in an advanced skill 
is zero, you don’t get to test that skill – you automatically fail. 
Just like with the general skills above, each skill below lists 
examples of what failure, limited success and critical success 
could mean. The GM decides the details.

COMMAND (EMPATHY)
You are the leader of a ship or maybe a troop of soldiers. In 
a crisis, you call the shots, but you know that you are never 
stronger than your unit. You task is to make sure your com-
rades perform at their best. Unity is strength.

command uses different rules during space combat (Chapter 
7), but can otherwise be used whenever you help others (page 
XX) – the positive modifier your help gives the other person is 
equal to the number of sixes on your command roll, as long as 
the other person follows your orders. command can also be used 
to help others recover Mind Points – read more in Chapter 5.

CULTURE (EMPATHY)
You are a person of wisdom, with insight into a wide array 
of subjects. You have studied the diverse cultures and peop-
les of the Horizon, and know of their traditions, faiths and 
superstitions. You are also familiar with their home planets’ 
beings and animals. Test culture to see if you can recall 
something advanced, like the proper greetings among the 
Sogoi of Kua, the trade routes across the Salam plains on 
Algol, or if bokor can be driven off through prayer. If you have 
access to old books, databases or the Foundation’s infologs, 
you get a positive modifier.

y FAILURE
You don’t know, or you are mistaken (The GM gives you 
false information).

y LIMITED SUCCESS
Your knowledge is limited. The GM gives you correct but 
brief information.

y CRITICAL SUCCESS
You know the subject like the back of your hand, and come 
to think of something that gives you an extra bonus.

DATA DJINN (WITS)
Terminals, sensors and advanced data systems are all part of 
everyday life in the Third Horizon. Most computers are voice 
operated, but interaction through touchpads, data stylus or 
via the user’s cybernetics is not uncommon. Most people 
in the Horizon can use basic data systems, but advanced 
operations require a data djinn test – for example entering 
protected systems, modifying or writing new programs, or 
counteracting spyware and attack memes. data djinn is also 
used to operate ship sensors (more in Chapter 7).

y FAILURE
Something goes wrong, and the result is the opposite of 
what you had hoped.

y LIMITED SUCCESS
You reach your goal, but it takes longer than expected, and 
some sort of complication arises along the way.

y CRITICAL SUCCESS
You reach your goal, and achieve some unexpected bonus 
effect (up to the GM).

MEDICURGY (WITS)
Having this skill means that you are trained in the healing 
arts, how to care for the ill and the wounded, and how to treat 
psychic maladies. Skillful medicurgs also perform cosmetic 
surgery and bionic sculpting. As a medicurg, you also know 
how to use special medical equipment like med labs, spider 
doctors and mobile trauma units.

The main use of medicurgy is stabilizing and treating 
wounded people – read more in Chapter 5. The skill can also 
be used to recover Mind Points and to make diagnoses, for 
example recognizing drug abuse or the effects of poison, 
and identifying injuries or psychic illnesses.

y FAILURE
You have no idea as to what is ailing the patient, or make 
a wrong diagnosis (The GM gives you false information).

y LIMITED SUCCESS
You have a good guess as to what the problem might be. 
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The GM gives you correct but brief information.

y CRITICAL SUCCESS
You make a correct diagnosis, and you remember something 
that gives you an extra bonus.

MYSTIC POWERS (EMPATHY)
In the last few of years, reports of mystics, people with 
special powers, have started to surface. The reaction didn’t 
take long – among the religious cults, mystics have either 
been murdered or worshipped as heralds of the Icons, 
depending on the cult’s beliefs. The Bulletin’s newscasts 
on Coriolis have reported from council meetings on the 
highest political level debating the legitimacy of the mys-
tical powers.

To acquire this skill when creating your PC, you must pick 
the sub-concept Mystic (page XX). You can, however, acquire 
this skill during play, regardless of concept – this means that 
dormant powers within you suddenly manifest themselves.
Each mystic power counts as a separate talent (Chapter XX). 
When activating a power, test mystic powers. Each activation 
gives the GM one Darkness Point.

y FAILURE
The power misf ires somehow – giving you false infor-
mation or some other undesired effect. The GM decides 
the details.

y LIMITED SUCCESS
Through tremendous concentration and force of will, you 
activate the power.

y CRITICAL SUCCESS
Mystical energies surge through your body, activating the 
power and triggering an unexpected but positive bonus 
effect. Details are up to the GM.

PILOT (AGILITY)
You are one with your ship. You pilot hundreds of tons of metal 
through the Darkness, you pierce ice winds and mile-high 
sandstorms and make sure you all live to tell the tale. Roll for 
pilot when you operate a vehicle – anything from hoverbikes 
and ground loaders to gravships and space vessels. The rules 
for using pilot in space combat can be found in Chapter 7. 
You will also test pilot when you operate a normal vehicle 
and attempt a risky maneuver.

y FAILURE
You fail. Depending on the circumstances, the outcome can 
be anything from embarrassing to fatal.

y LIMITED SUCCESS
You perform the maneuver with the smallest margin pos-
sible.

RULES SECTION
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y CRITICAL SUCCESS
You perform the maneuver flawlessly, and you achieve an 
unexpected, positive side effect, such as creating an obstacle 
for an enemy. The GM decides the details.

SCIENCE (WITS)
You are an academic trained in the scientific tradition. You are 
well-read on everything from astrophysics and geochemistry 
to bionics and socio-arithmetic. Test science to see if you 
can figure out something that requires advanced scientific 
knowledge, like how to calculate a portal jump or where to 
find xenon gas pockets on a frozen megaplanet. If you have 
access to relevant databases, you get a positive modifier.

y FAILURE
You don’t know, or are mistaken (The GM gives you false 
information).

y LIMITED SUCCESS
Your knowledge is limited. The GM gives you correct but 
brief information.

y CRITICAL SUCCESS
You know the subject like the back of your hand, and come 
to think of something that gives you an extra bonus.

TECHNOLOGY (WITS)
Others may view technical gadgets as almost magical, but 
you understand their inner workings. The skill is used when 
handling machines, mechanics, electronics and explosives. 
You can repair anything from a small gadget to a spaceship 
(Chapter 7). The skill is also used when blowing things up.

y FAILURE
Something goes wrong, and the result is the opposite of 
what you wanted.

y LIMITED SUCCESS
You reach your goal, but it takes longer than expected, and 
some sort of complication arises along the way.

y CRITICAL SUCCESS
You reach your goal, as well as achieving some unexpected 
bonus effect.

UNDERSTANDING ARTIFACTS

You can come across strange artifacts on your adventures 

in the Third Horizon. All artifacts have a knowledge requi-

site – certain skills or talents you must have to understand 

the artifact. You must pass a SCIENCE test to understand 

how to use the artifact (even if you understand what it is, 

your PC may not). Each PC can make one attempt. If you fail, 

you must gather more information – or wait for another PC 

or the GM to explain the object to you.
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